Case: ligtv.com.tr’s problematic interface and redesigned workflows
Ligtv.com.tr is a private digital channel provided by a Turkish satellite TV provider, Digiturk. Founded in 1999, this
company holds all the broadcast rights of Turkish League soccer games all around the world.
“Super Lig” is the most prestigious soccer league in the country and is equivalent to La Liga in Spain, Premier
League in England, or Bundesliga in Germany. For those who are not familiar with soccer, it’s fair to say that,
soccer in Turkey is NBA or NFL in the States in terms of popularity.
The problem and how it is addressed
The problem that I am trying to solve is lack of ease of access to the weekly soccer league table on the main website.
It is actually a component of a bigger problem, the whole site suffers from the problematic information
categorization. In terms of accessibility to information, I decided to redesign a small feature any soccer fan would
look for: Their team’s ranking in the league and who they are playing with next. With the current interface, it’s
almost impossible to see which team is playing which team, the fixture is placed so inefficiently that one may think
it was intentional to hide this information.
I believe it is an important problem because, it totally ignores the user’s expectations of a content provider.
As I stated one paragraph earlier, if a user is interested in soccer, they log onto a website because:
- They want to see their team’s ranking (position in numbers) in the league
- They want to see who they’ll be playing with in the following weeks, especially in the upcoming week.
The users also want to see statistical data, who scores the most in their team, what their coach said, how their injured
player is doing this week, and so on; but the first two are essential because when they think about soccer, the most
important data they are looking for is what is expecting their team this week, and in the future. It also affects their
personal lives because their plans with their friends and loved ones depend on what day the game is, with which
team, at what time it will be played, if the game is home or away, will they watch the game altogether at home or in
the stadium, will they go to a picnic before or drink after, and so on. To sum up, the league table is arguably the first
thing a soccer enthusiast will be looking for.
Actually, the mobile app of LigTV confirms my findings, especially in terms of content prioritization. When you
open the app, it is easy to see both the ranking and the league table by a single click. Thus, if the main website had
been created with Mobile First approach, the results could have been much more meaningful for the end user, as the
mobile app is very usable, however it is difficult not to get lost in the main website.
The underlying principles that I used for my redesign
- Proximity of tabs that are alike (as a Gestalt principle)
- Good Continuation in tabs in order to help the user perceive them as a group
- Hierarchical organization of information to make a system of many appear fewer
- Hiding functionality until the user really needs it, mostly by drop down menu use.
- Simplicity by thoughtful reduction
- Consistency throughout the menus to improve usability
- Placement of elements in alignment altogether
- Constant reminders so that the user never feels lost inside the design

Besides, the final design I arrived at is better than the original the redesign I worked on:
- is not redundant.
- prioritizes the content
- minimizes the steps required to access content
- helps the user understand where they are at a given moment
- gives constant feedback

My redesign vs the original design
My redesign is better than the original website because my redesign succeeds in solving each of the problems that I
addressed below:
- Both the upper tabs and the regular tabs have many problems in terms of categorizing the information.
- The content is not logically grouped in every category but spread across multiple categories with some overlaps.
- There are too many categories and some categories could be combined with others. Also, some categories can be
eliminated in order to achieve simplicity.
- Existing workflows can definitely be optimized. There is too much overlap, the content is not sorted in terms of
relevance in some pages, and the user can not figure the logic behind the links that appear at a given page as they
have no relevance to the content. There is too much redundancy and it negatively affects the workflow as it confuses
the user.
- Some of the links give no clue to the user before clicked upon (such as “Online Fikstur”). Also. The arrows used
are deceptive, where they take the user to is not clear.
- The content is not presented in a hierarchical flow and the tabs with hidden menus do not assist the user. Even
worse, it is almost impossible to understand what the tabs mean (“Gallery”, “VideoLig”) before clicking on them
and navigating to those pages.
- The results are not sortable. The user gets lost all the time. For example, it’s impossible for the user to understand
which league the user is looking at before the arrows are clicked on. The user understands the label of the content
after they click on it; it totally contradicts the purpose of navigating through the site to look for a specific content.
(Since there are numerous problems to consider, I decided to narrow down the scope and focus only on how to find
ranking and fixtures within the site)

The problem I focused on (in broad detail and with screenshots)
This is what awaits the users as of today when they go to the main website to see the weekly game table:

Translation of the Upper Tabs:
Spor Toto Basketbol Ligi => “Brand Name + Turkish Basketball League” scores of the last week
THY Euroleague => => “Brand Name + European Basketball League” scores of the last week
Spor Toto Super Ligi => => “Brand Name + Turkish Soccer League” scores of the last week
Ingiltere Premier Ligi => => “Brand Name + English Soccer League” scores of the last week
En Begenilenler=> Favorite videos of the week
Translation of the Main Tabs:
FUTBOL => Soccer (This is also the default page, since soccer is the most popular sport in Turkey)
BASKETBOL => Basketball (Basketball is added as well because LigTV broadcasts Basketball games too,
however, the ratings are incomparably low)

VIDEOLIG => Video League (Video content of the website)
GALERI => gallery (Video and Photo archive -in no order)
CANLI SKOR => Live Score (Live Scores of the day or a specified timeframe)
PROGRAMLAR => Programs (Names of all the broadcasted TV programs on cable and access to their content)
YAYIN AKISI => Broadcast (Weekly broadcast of LigTV channels)
An expert review on the main page would definitely point out many problems, however upon first look, the main
problem I’m focused on this paper is that there are two categories missing in the main page. These categories appear
in another place not depicted in the main tabs, but it’s possible to see after continuing to scroll down on the page.
To reach how their team is doing in the ranking in the league and weekly games, the user scrolls down more:

And more:

And more. Finally, on the right hand, the points received and the ranking by the
first 6 teams and the last 3 teams may be observed.

There’s no meaning to why not all 18
teams are displayed but the first 6 and
the last 3 (a total of 9). When clicked
upon the three dots in the middle, the
table finally shows all 18 teams and
their positions.
However, if the user wants to see who’s
playing who next week, they will have
to click on Fikstur (Games of the week
displayed in gray color and depicted by
the arrow). And when clicked upon, the
user sees the game results from the last
week.

The user will want to know who their
team is playing with, and when. When
clicked at the either arrow right below
the Fikstur (as the blue arrow shows),
the arrows take the viewer to another
league’s game results of the former
week, which makes things even more
confusing.

The user then realizes that there are three
links at the end of the page.
The one on the left (Fiksturu Indir) means:
“Download the League Table”. When
downloaded, it enables the user to add all
the games of all the season to your
Calendar, an irrelevant feature for many.

The one in the middle (Online Fikstur) means “Online League Table”. However, when clicked, the user realizes that
clicking on this link changes nothing. It seems to be the default mode that the user is using at the moment (I tried it
on Mac and PC both, to no avail).
The last icon on the right “Tum Fikstur” means “Total League Table”. When clicked, the user may finally see the
following week’s games. When clicked upon “Tum Fikstur” icon, the main page reloads and game scores of the
former week are displayed on the main page. In the screenshot below, you may see that the information displayed on
the main page is the same as the information displayed on the down right.

However, when looked closely, the user realizes that these also display exactly the same results, which means that
the content still does not show the current situation. Besides, now the user has to scroll up to reach the new control
tab on the page. In other words, in order to find a tab that enables the user to find out how to search for next week,
the user has to scroll up to the beginning of this display.
When scrolled up, it is possible to see the drop down bar on the upper right that indicates the week (Please note that
al the screenshots I used are cropped for you so that it’ll be easier to identify the problems), unfortunately
ligtv.com.tr main page is filled with redundant content and no awareness of Gestalt principles such as pattern
detection, similarity or proximity.

When scrolled up, the user may see that
there are two search bars on the upper
right.

When clicked upon, another problem
arises. it is impossible to see which
week the user’s team is.
A way to overcome this issue is looking
at the information on the page and
matching it with what the user is looking
for –as arrows also depict.
For example, on this example, the page
displays the 11th week’s scores and the
user assumes that the system is
displaying the last week’s scores, so the
next week’s games must be the 12th
week. So the user clicks on the 12th
week on the drop down bar.

And when clicked upon:

The page finally displays the upcoming games of the week:

If the user accidentally clicks on the red arrows, the page changes and the games of the 12th week of another league
(depending on how the information is prioritized for this section of the website) is displayed on the table.
Until now, I intended to show the problem I was trying to solve, who I am solving it for, what process I followed,
why I believe my design is better, what design principles I used.
You may find my clickable prototype in the link below:
https://marvelapp.com/133719a
You may find the wireframes as png files below:

This is the landing page of my redesigned website. You may find the notes on each section as well.

This is the category page when clicked upon Fixtures on the main website.

This is again the category page. Here, the user is trying to select La Liga Week 14, because this is the week Real
Madrid is playing Atletico Madrid, also known as a derby. When clicked on the Leagues, there’s a selection of
leagues easy to access from the drop down menu.
Note: When two teams that reside on the same city play with each other, it’s called a derby.

The user selects La Liga. The system gives feedback with the check sign.

The user selected La Liga. The fixture is La Liga’s fixture now.

The user selects Week 14. The system already confirms that Week 14 has a derby coming up.

The user selected Week 14. The system gave feedback by the check sign.

The user is in La Liga fixture’s 14th week. The system easily helps the user see every league and every game table
within 2 clicks. The default settings are adjusted to Turkish League, so the user will be able to see the ranking and
fixture in a single click.

Reminder: You may find my clickable prototype in the link => https://marvelapp.com/133719a

Thank you.

Kemal Akbay

